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Electrical faults modeling of the photovoltaic generator 
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Abstract – In this paper, we presented a new methodology for the mathematical modeling of 
the photovoltaic generator’s characteristics based on known electrical laws. This proposed new 
methodology in this work consists of a three new algorithms, each one presents the characteristic 
of the cell, group of cells, module, string and generator, when one or more of its components : 
cells, bypass diodes and blocking diodes subjected to these types of defaults: reversed polarity, 
open circuit, short circuit or impedance. The three new algorithms obtained can facilitate the 
prediction for the prognosis or the detection for the diagnosis of these photovoltaic generator’s 
defaults. 
 
Keywords: photovoltaic generator, I-V characteristic, modeling, simulation, reversed polarity, 
open circuit, impedance and short circuit faults. 
 
Nomenclature 
PV      = Photovoltaic generator. 
String     = Photovoltaic string. 
Module    = Photovoltaic module. 
Group    = Photovoltaic group. 
Cell     = Photovoltaic cell. 
nc: ncg / ncp = Cell number: good / defective. 
ng: ngg / ngp = Group number: good / defective. 
nm: nmg / nmp= Module number: good / defective. 
ns: nsg / nsp = String number: good / defective. 
nfg / nfp   = Good / defective generator. 
NCells      = Number of cells in each group. 
NGroups    = Number of groups in each module. 
NModules     = Number of modules in each string. 
NStrings    = Number of strings in each generator. 
V       = Voltage. 
I       = Current. 
P       = Power. 
IBypass     = Bypass current. 
VCell_imposed   = Voltage imposed. 
VCell_Open-circuit = Cell open circuit voltage. 
ICell_Short-circuit = Cell short circuit current. 
phi      = Sunlight. 
phiSC     = Sunlight standard condition. 
iphSC     = Photo current standard condition. 
tnf      = Normal functioning temperature. 
tcSC      = Cell temperature standard condition. 
at      = Ambient temperature. 
Rs      = Cell series resistance. 
Rsh      = Cell shunt resistance. 
I0       = Reverse saturation current of the diode. 
dtv      = Diode thermal voltage. 




The productivity of photovoltaic generators is based 
on two main factors [1-3]: solar radiation energy which is 
captured by the generator and direct electrical energy 
resulting from the conversion of the solar radiation 
energy by the photovoltaic phenomena. So, the 
degradation of these two factors means the presence of a 
problem at the generator. 
 
Practically, the existence of electrical defects on this 
type of systems can reduce its productivity, among of the 
major faults known in the field of its diagnosis [4-11]: the 
short circuit, open circuit, impedance and finally reversed 
polarity faults. So, these defects can reduce the power 
produced by the PV generator by the change of its 
current, voltage, resistance, temperature and sunlight. For 
this and with the rising costs of photovoltaic generators, 
it is better to predict and maintain the faulty components 
before its unavailability. 
 
The paper’s objective is the development of a model 
able to predict the abnormal situations of the PV 
generator functioning [12-22]. Our contribution presented 
in this paper is to propose a new methodology for 
modeling the photovoltaic generator, based 1) on the 
mathematical modeling of the IV characteristic of its 
faulty components which can be: cells, bypass diodes and 
blocking diodes, for objective to study the functioning of 
these faulty elements itself, and 2) this new methodology 
based also on the mathematical modeling of the IV 
characteristic of the generator’s groupings, which can 
grouped these faulty elements: cell, cells’ group, module, 
string and finally the PV generator, for objective to study 
the influence of these faulty components on the 
functioning of these groupings. 
 
II. Modeling the photovoltaic generator in normal functioning 
 
Fig1. Electrical block diagram of a photovoltaic generator in its normal functioning 
 
Modeling of the PV generator in its proper 
functioning presented in this work, is for objective to 
make a comparison of the results thereafter, between the 
normal case and the abnormal cases, this comparison may 
facilitate the detection of any defect can degrade the 
productivity of a photovoltaic generator. 
 
To test the performance of the mathematical models 
presented in this article, we used a generator figure1 
consists of five parallel strings, each terminated with a 
blocking diode and contain five photovoltaic modules in 
series, where each module is formed with two groups of 
photovoltaic cells, and finally each group contains 
eighteen cells regrouped by one bypass diode. 
 
Because, we have used in the modeling of the 
generator’s cells the “a diode model, so the mathematical 
modeling of the I-V characteristic of the generator in the 
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Figure2 shows the IV characteristic and the power of 
a good photovoltaic generator. 
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Fig2. Power and IV of a good PV generator 
III. Modeling the photovoltaic generator in 
malfunctioning 
III.1. Cell defects 
III.1.1. At the level of the PV cell 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
A cell reversed polarity provides 
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b) For the open circuit default 
Because the cell is presented as a generator, so his 
characteristic when subjected to the open circuit default 
is 
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             (3) 
 
c) For the impedance default 
A cell is subjected to the impedance fault if 
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       (4) 
 
d) For the short circuit default 
A photovoltaic cell is short circuited if 
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III.1.2. At the level of the PV group 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
The faulty PV group’s voltage contains cells reversed 
polarity is 
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V V V   (6) 
 
But the group’s current is dependent to its voltage, for 
that, if its voltage is positive 
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I I             (7) 
 
Where, the good and defective cells supplied the same 
currents values. 
Else – if the voltage of this group is negative–, then 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The existence of a single cell open circuit in a faulty 
photovoltaic group can cut the circulation of its current, 
so its characteristic is 
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           (9) 
 
c) For the impedance default 
If the faulty group contains defective cells 
impedances, contains also at least one good cell, so the 
current flowing between its cells is not null, and by the 
voltages in series addition law 
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If the group’s voltage is positive, then consequently it 
contains at least one good cell, and by the currents in 
series addition law 
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I I           (11) 
But if the group’s voltage is negative and it contains 
at least one good cell, so by the currents in series addition 
law 
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The last situation, where the entire group’s cells are 
impedances, so the current choose the easy way 
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d) For the short circuit default 
The IV characteristic of a faulty PV group contains 
defective cells short circuit is dependent on the number of 
its good cells existing. If it contains at least one cell is 
good 
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By cons, – all the group’s cells are defective– and by 
the nodes law: 
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III.1.3. At the level of the PV module 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
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But the module’s current is dependent to the voltages 
of each one of its groups, so if it contains at least one 
group with a positive voltage 
If  group ng’=1: NGroups where Vgroupng’>0: 
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I I              (17) 
 
Else and by the currents in series addition law and the 
nodes law 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The IV characteristic of the faulty module depends on 
the number of its faulty groups existing, so if it contains 
at least one good group 
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c) For the impedance default 
The module’s voltage contains at least one good cell 
is dependent to the voltages provided by its good and 
defective cells 
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NGroups’: Number of groups where each one contains at least 
one cell is good. 
 
But the module’s current where it has at least one cell 
is good and by the currents in series addition law 
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By const, if all the module’s cells are defective then: 
฀nc =1:NCells of ฀ ng=1:NGroups, Icellnc,ng,nmp,nsp,nfp=0 
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d) For the short circuit default 
The faulty module’s characteristic, where it has at 
least one good cell 
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But if all its cells are defectives then 
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III.1.4. At the level of the PV string 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
The string's voltage is equal by the voltages in series 
addition law 
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And the string’s current is equal by the currents in 
series addition law 
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b) For the open circuit default 
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And this is the problem, it is true that this default 
increases the voltage and even gives the maximum which 
is our objective, but he canceled outright the current and 
thus also the power. 
 
c) For the impedance default 
Also the IV characteristic of the string is depended on 
the number of its good and defective cells, so if it 
contains at least one good cell then 
If nc = 1 : NCells of ฀ ng = 1:NGroups’ of ฀ nm =1: 
NModules, Icellnc,ng,nm,nsp,nfp ≠ 0 
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NGroups’: Number of groups where each one contains at least 
one cell is good. 
 
By cons, if all string’s cells are impedances then: 
฀ nc = 1 : NCells of ฀ ng = 1 : NGroups of ฀ nm = 1 : 
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d) For the short circuit default 
At the string, the difference between its current and its 
voltage must remarkable because its current is remaining 
constant, by against its voltage increases by increasing 
the number of its cells. So, the IV characteristic of a 
faulty string contains at least one good cell 
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III.1.5. At the level of the PV generator 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
Because this default can reduce the voltage of the 
string, then the faulty generator's voltage is dependent to 
its faulty strings’ voltages only, but the generator's 
current is dependent to its good and defective strings 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The IV characteristic of the faulty generator is 
determined by the IV characteristics of its strings, so its 
current is dependent to its good and faulty strings which 
contain at least one good group and by the currents in 
parallel addition law 
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Where Nstrings’: strings contain at least one good group. 
 
And its voltage is dependent to its good strings, so if 
it contains at least one good string (because they have the 
most minimal voltage) 
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c) For the impedance default 
The faulty generator’s voltage is dependent to its 
faulty strings’ voltages; because if it contains a good 
string, sure its voltage is greater, by cons the generator’s 
current is dependent to its strings contained at least one 
cell is good. 
If  nc=1:NCells of  ng=1:NGroups’ of  nm=1: NModules of  ns=1:NStrings, Icellnc,ng,nm,ns,nfp≠0 
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Where: NGroups’: Number of groups where each one 
contains at least one cell is good. 
 
But if all the cells of this faulty generator are 
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d) For the short circuit default 
Faulty generator’s voltage depends on the number of 
its good and defective strings, and even the number of the 
good cells existing in each one of its faulty strings. But 
the generator’s current is dependent to its good and faulty 
strings which contain at least one good cell: 
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Where: 
NStrings’: Number of strings contains at least one good cell. 
NStrings’’: Number of strings all its cells are defective. 
III.2. Bypass diode defects 
III.2.1. At the level of the PV group 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
As the bypass diode is reversed polarity, it can create 
a short circuit default at the level of its group 
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b) For the open circuit default 
Default bypass diode open circuit has no influence on 
the IV characteristic, neither photovoltaic cell, neither 
cells group, neither PV module, neither PV string and 
neither the PV generator, for this the group’s 
characteristic is 
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c) For the impedance default 
The defect bypass diode impedance has no effect on 
the voltage of the photovoltaic cells protected by him, for 
this the group’s characteristic is 
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d) For the short circuit default 
The influence of the faulty bypass diode short circuit 
on the IV characteristic of the photovoltaic cell is null, 
but it can create a short circuit that can cancel the faulty 
group’s voltage, for this the group’s characteristic is 
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III.2.2. At the level of the PV module 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
This defect has an influence most remarkable on the 
IV characteristic of the faulty photovoltaic module, so the 
module’s voltage is by the voltages in series addition law 
and because the faulty groups’ voltages are null 
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But the module’s current is dependent to its faulty 
groups and by the currents in series addition law 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The characteristic of the faulty module is dependent 
to its good and defective groups 
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c) For the impedance default 
Faulty module’s voltage also does not affect by the 
influence of this default 
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But its current is dependent on the number of its good 
groups, such that if it contains at least one good group 
then 
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Otherwise (i.e. all groups are defective) 
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Where each group’s current depends on the value of 
the impedance of its bypass diode. 
 
d) For the short circuit default 
The IV characteristic of the faulty module depends on 
the number of its good and defective groups existing, so 
if it contains at least one good group, then 
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Otherwise (i.e. where all its groups are defective) 
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III.2.3. At the level of the PV string 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
Also for a faulty string, its voltage is dependent to its 
good groups and by the voltages in series addition law 
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By consent, the string’s current is dependent to its 
faulty groups and by the currents in series addition law 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The characteristic of the string which contains bypass 
diode open circuit is 
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c) For the impedance default 
The faulty string’s voltage with bypass diodes 
impedances is constant regardless of the number of its 
defective diodes 
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But its current is dependent on the number of its 
defective and good groups, where if it contains at least 
one good group then 
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d) For the short circuit default 
The string’s characteristic if it contains at least one 
good group is 
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Otherwise, (i.e. all its groups are defective) 
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III.2.4. At the level of the PV generator 
a) For the reversed polarity default 
Because this default can reduce the voltage of the 
faulty strings, so the faulty generator's voltage is 
dependent to its faulty strings, but the generator's current 
is dependent to its good and faulty strings: 
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b) For the open circuit default 
The generator’s characteristic is dependent to its good 
and defective strings 
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c) For the impedance default 
The faulty generator’s voltage is dependent to its 
defective and good strings’ voltages, and the generator’s 
current is dependent to its strings that contain at least one 
good group and that all its groups are defective 
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NStrings’: strings contain at least one good group. 
NStrings’’: strings all its groups are defective. 
 
d) For the short circuit default 
Finally, because this default can decrease the faulty 
strings’ voltage, then the generator’s voltage is dependent 
to its defective strings only, but the generator’s current is 
dependent to its strings contain at least one good group 
and which that’s all its groups are defective 
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Where: 
NStrings’: strings contain at least one good group. 
NStrings’’: strings all its groups are defective. 
III.3. Blocking diode defects 
III.3.1. At the level of PV cell 
- If the string’s current is not null and the string’s 
opposite current is null (for short circuit and impedance 
defaults) 
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- If the string’s cells’ current is null and the string’s 
opposite current is not null (for short circuit, impedance 
and reversed polarity defaults) 
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Where the Vcell is the voltage value provided by the 
passage of the string’s opposite current – which is by a 
negative sign and according to the voltage of its string 
and its generator’s voltage – by the photovoltaic cell. 
 
- If the string’s cells’ current is not null and the 
string’s opposite current is not null (for short circuit, 
impedance and reversed polarity) or for the blocking 
diode open circuit default 
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III.3.2. At the level of PV group 
- If the string’s current is not null and the string’s 
opposite current is null (for short circuit and impedance 
defaults) 
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- If the string’s cells’ current is null and the string’s 
opposite current is not null (for short circuit, impedance 
and reversed polarity defaults) 
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- If the string’s cells’ current is not null and the 
string’s opposite current is not null (for short circuit, 
impedance and reversed polarity) or for the blocking 
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III.3.3. At the level of PV module 
- If the string’s current is not null and the string’s 
opposite current is null (for short circuit and impedance 
defaults) 
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- If the string’s cells’ current is null and the string’s 
opposite current is not null (for short circuit, impedance 
and reversed polarity defaults) 
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- If the string’s cells’ current is not null and the 
string’s opposite current is not null (for short circuit, 
impedance and reversed polarity) or for the blocking 
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III.3.4. At the level of PV string 
- If the string’s current is not null and the string’s 
opposite current is null (for short circuit and impedance 
defaults) 
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With Z=0 for short circuit default. 
 
- If the string’s cells’ current is null and the string’s 
opposite current is not null (for short circuit, impedance 
and reversed polarity defaults) 
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Where the opposite string’s current is on the basis of 
the voltage of its string and its generator’s voltage, and 
with Z=0 for short circuit and reversed polarity defaults. 
 
- If the string’s cells’ current is not null and the 
string’s opposite current is not null (for short circuit, 
impedance and reversed polarity) or for the blocking 
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III.3.5. At the level of PV generator 
The IV characteristic of the faulty generator is 
- If the defective strings’ currents are not zero and its 
opposite currents are zero (for short circuit and 
impedance defaults) 
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With Z=0 for short circuit default. 
 
- If the defective strings’ currents are zero and its 
opposite currents are not zero (for short circuit, 
impedance and reversed polarity defaults) 
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Where NStrings’: number of defective strings with provided 
current null and with Z=0 for short circuit and reversed 
polarity defaults. 
 
- If the defective strings’ currents are not zero, its 
opposite currents are not zero and all the generator’s 
strings are defective (for short circuit, impedance and 
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But if this faulty generator contains at least one good 
string 
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IV. Simulation and interpretation results 
The following fig. 3 to 14 presents the simulation of 
the proposed models for the mathematical modeling of 
the functioning of the PV generator, when subjected to 
the defaults reversed polarity, open circuit, impedance 
and short circuit. For testing the performance of these 
models, we studied theses cases which are: 
IV.1. For the reversed polarity default 





































IV and P of good PVG 
IV and P of PVG with 10 defective cells
IV and P of PVG with 20 defective cells
 
 
Fig3. IV & P of the PV contains cells reversed polarity. 
 


































IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG with 4 defective bypass diode
IV and P of PVG with 8 defective bypass diode
 
 
Fig4. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diode reversed polarity. 
 
































IV and power of PV with 1 defective blocking diode
IV and power of PV with 1 defective blocking diode with Iph=0
IV and power of good PV
 
 
Fig5. IV & P of the PV contains blocking diode reversed polarity. 
 
The existence of the two defects, cell reversed 
polarity or bypass diode reversed polarity in a generator 
make a remarkable degradation in its productivity, but 
only for the decrease in its value of voltage, because the 
cell reversed polarity mathematically provides a negative 
voltage at its terminals, and bypass diode in reversed 
polarity create a short circuit which can cancel outright 
the voltage of the group’s cells which has protected. For 
cons, the default blocking diode reversed polarity, also it 
has an influence on the productivity of the generator, but 
not by reducing its voltage, on the contrary, this defect 
may increase the voltage of the entire string to the 
maximum, but he canceled outright the current supplied 
by this faulty string if its defective string’s cells’ current 
is not null, else this faulty string become as receiver. 
IV.2. For the open circuit default 
The two defects: cell open circuit and blocking diode 
open circuit in a generator makes a remarkable 
degradation in its productivity, because the existence of a 
single cell open circuit can cut the current flowing 
through its group and thus increase its voltage, and the 
existence of blocking diode open circuit can cut the 
current flowing through its string and thus increase its 
voltage. For cons, the open circuit fault at the bypass 
diode has no effect on the functioning of the generator, 
but if the cells grouped by this defective diode is in 
abnormal functioning, because the existence of any defect 
which can cut its current, as the cell open circuit, so the 
hybridization of these two faults can shut off the power 
supplied by the string, and therefore makes a very 
dangerous degradation in the productivity of the 
generator. 
 




































IV and P of good PVG 
IV and P of PVG with 10 defective cells
IV and P of PVG with 20 defective cells
 
 
Fig6. IV & P of the PV contains cells open circuit. 
 
































IV and P of PVG with 3 defective bypass diode
IV and P of PVG with 6 defective bypass diode
IV and P of good PVG
 
 
Fig7. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diode open circuit. 
 
































IV and power of PV with 3 defective blocking diode
IV and power of PV with 1 defective blocking diode
IV and power of good PV
 
 
Fig8. IV & P of the PV contains blocking diode open circuit. 
 
IV.3. For the impedance default 
The two types of defects: cell impedance and 
blocking diode impedance, have the same influence on 
the function of the generator, because these two defects 
decreases its productivity, and by more these two types 
can increase the temperature of the defective components 
and create the default hotspots. Thus, this defect 
impedance and because it can cancel the current supplied 
by the defective cell, so it can cancel the current supplied 
by the entire string if all its cells are defective. Also for 
the default blocking diode in the case of the defective 
strings’ currents are nulls, it can change the functioning 
of these faulty strings, and becomes as receivers, and also 
in the case of the defective strings’ currents are not null, 
these faulty strings become as open circuit situation, 
because these defects are comments available the current 
flows in the both directions. By cons, the default 
impedance in the bypass diode has no influence on the 
voltage of the generator, but it increases the current 
supplied by the group grouped with this faulty diode in 
proportion to the decrease in its value of impedance. But 
this increase is danger, and it may change the 
characterization of the group and become as a receiver, 
provided a negative voltage across its terminals. 
 



































IV and P of good PVG 
IV and P of PVG with 20 defective cells
IV and P of PVG with 40 defective cells
 
 
Fig9. IV & P of the PV contains cells impedance. 
 






































IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG with 10 defective bypass diode
IV and P of PVG with 5 defective bypass diode
 
 
Fig10. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diode impedance. 
 





































IV and power of PV with 2 defective blocking diode
IV and power of PV with 1 defective blocking diode
IV and power of good PV
 
 
Fig11. IV & P of the PV contains blocking diode impedance. 
 
IV.4. For the short circuit default 
The default cell short circuit on the generator’s 
productivity is significant and important, but it is better to 
default bypass diode short circuit, because for the first 
default, its appearance has only affected to the defective 
cell, but for the second default the existence of a bypass 
diode short circuit can cancel the voltage of all its cells 
which has gathered. By cons, the third type of this defect 
blocking diode short circuit has no influence on the 
functioning of the generator, where all its strings have the 
same voltage value, but if the string ended with this 
defective blocking diode has a minimum voltage and its 
cells’ current is zero, so he became as a receiver, and he 
consumed – according to its voltage and the voltage of its 
generator – the current produced by the other strings 
which are with maximums voltages. 
 
































IV and P of good PVG 
IV and P of PVG with 10 defective cells
IV and P of PVG with 20 defective cells
 
 
Fig12. IV & P of the PV contains cells short circuit. 
 


































IV and P of PVG with 4 defective bypass diode
IV and P of PVG with 8 defective bypass diode
IV and P of good PVG
 
 
Fig13. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diode short circuit. 
 


































IV and power of PV with 3 defective blocking diode
IV and power of PV with 1 defective blocking diode
with 40 cells short circuit
IV and power of good PV
 
 
Fig14. IV & P of the PV contains blocking diode short circuit. 
V. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a new strategy for the 
mathematical modeling of the influence of the reversed 
polarity, open circuit, short circuit and impedance faults 
on the electrical characterization of the PV generator. 
From the simulations and the interpretation results, 
the proposed methodology can provide an overview of 
the abnormal functioning of the generator, which can be 
used thereafter in his diagnosis. However, it is only to 
model the generator when it is subjected a maximum to 
one type of defect, on the same type of faulty elements, 
but for any quantity. Therefore, future work is to further 
improve these algorithms to model the generator when 
it’s subjected to several types of defects on any elements. 
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